ABSTRACT

WAHID SOLIHIN. The Role of The Reinforcement of Capital Programme in Improving the Pond Productivity and Efficiency Work of Group Member of Cultivation Fish in Nanggulan District, Kulon Progo Regency. Guided by JUARINI and SITI SYAMSIAR. This research is done of group member of cultivater fish in “Tunas Harapan” and “Mino Raharjo”, Nanggulan District, Kulon Progo Regency. This research aims to, 1. Know the pond productivity of group member of cultivater fish which gets the reinforcement of capital programme and the member group of cultivater fish which does not get the reinforcement of capital programme, 2. Know the efficiency work of group member of cultivater fish which gets the reinforcement of capital programme and the member group of cultivater fish which does not get the reinforcement of capital programme. The methode of this research is survey. Analyze of the data used productivity and efficiency. Based on the result of the research, it is known that the pond productivity in the group member of cultivater fish which gets the reinforcement programme is higher than that in the member group of cultivater fish which does not get the reinforcement of capital programme. The efficiency work of group member of cultivater fish which gets the reinforcement of capital programme is higher than that of the group member of cultivater fish which does not get the reinforcement programme.
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